Children’s University: The bicycle of the future – how will it be?

17 May 2016, 16:30 – 17:30, University of Leipzig, Lecture building - room no. 3

Mr. Burkhardt Stork, national director of the German Cyclist’s Association, will introduce the young audience to the exciting world of bicycles and give answers to upcoming questions like:

Can we automatically convert headwind into tail wind and transport important things by bike? Do we have a computer on the handlebars which shows the route automatically? And how does the computer knows where we want to go?

Many ideas are on development, some are already tested on the road. But how does it look in other parts of the world?

Speakers:

Burkhard Stork
National Director,
Allgemeiner Deutscher Fahrrad-Club e.V. (ADFC)

José Viegas
Secretary-General,
International Transport Forum.

Norbert Barthle
Parliamentary secretary,
Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure, Germany.

Burkhard Jung
Major, City of Leipzig.

Registration of your child: home.uni-leipzig.de/kinderuni/
Contact: Mail: kinderuni@uni-leipzig.de
Phone: +49 (0)341 97 37395 (Mon-Thu: 9:00-12:00)
Social media: facebook.com/kuni.leipzig
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